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INTERACTIVE PLAN
The journey…
INTERACTIVE PLAN
…the journey continues
Welcome to the Plymouth & South West Devon Joint Local Plan

Use the filters on the left to explore the parts of the plan that are of interest to you. This page shows you some parts of the plan that you might be interested in to get you started. To find out more about the plan and how it was put together go to the about page where you will find information on how to comment via our consultation portal.

Got it. Don't show me this again.

There are 186 policies in the Joint Local Plan:

- SO1 - Delivering the spatial strategy
- SO2 - Strengthening Plymouth’s role in the region
- SO3 - Delivering growth in Plymouth’s City Centre and Waterfront Growth Area
- SO4 - Delivering growth in the Dawlish and Northern Corridor Growth Area
- SO5 - Delivering growth in Plymouth’s Eastern Corridor Growth Area
- SO6 - Delivering a prosperous and sustainable South West Devon
INTERACTIVE PLAN

Features

- Theme based filters
- Comment features
- Social media links
- Links to other relevant policies

THE PLYMOUTH PLAN 2011-2031

Which of these best describes your relationship with Plymouth?

- I live here
- I want to invest here
- I'm growing up here
- I visit here
- I want to build here
- I work here
CROWDFUND PLYMOUTH
Website

https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/crowdfund-plymouth

£210,000 of extra funding available
We pledged £3,750 (50% of their original target)

Borrow Don't Buy!

From pressure washers to sewing machines, Plymouth's first Library Of Things will enable you to have more, but own less...

We did it!

On 11th Oct 2017 we successfully raised £11,109 of £7,420 target with 153 supporters in 35 days

https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/crowdfund-plymouth
CROWDFUND PLYMOUTH
What has happened so far…

- The Council has pledged £250,885 on 61 projects

- Additional pledges of £707,880 from communities, businesses and other supporters

- Has led to a total of £958,765 being raised for the projects we supported

- Each of the projects pledged by the council had an average of 66 backers with 4120 backers in total on the council funded projects
OPEN DATA
How it all works...

- DATA Place Plymouth™
  Where the data is opened in spreadsheets

- DATA Play
  Where people do things with the data

- Projects and businesses using and making data

- DATA Plymouth™
  Where the data is presented in useful and interesting ways
OPEN DATA
Open data process

1. Collect
   - Identify data
   - Record metadata
   - Structure and clean data

2. Prepare
   - Choose a licence

3. Publish
   - Complete open data release form
   - Agree monitoring process
   - Sign off from information governance manager

4. Maintain
   - Keep the data up to date
   - Upload to data place
   - Analyse and visualise data and create an API

5. Repeat steps to create a new dataset
OPEN DATA
DATA Plymouth

www.dataplymouth.co.uk
Nine events since 2015...

• DATA Play 1: Opening up Plymouth's data
• DATA Play 2: Get creative with data
• DATA Play 3: Neighbourhoods and communities
• DATA Play 4: Environment and greenspace
• DATA Play 5: Health and wellbeing
• DATA Play 6: Arts and culture
• DATA Play 7: Data visualisation
• DATA Play 8: Housing and social enterprise
• DATA Play 9: Libraries and city challenges

www.dataplymouth.co.uk/dataplay
THANK YOU!

www.theplymouthplan.co.uk
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/plymouth
www.plymouth.gov.uk/citychangefund
www.dataplymouth.co.uk

CONTACT
tom.lowry@plymouth.gov.uk
@plymccplanning